Mouse treadmill running enhances tendons by expanding the pool of tendon stem cells (TSCs) and TSC-related cellular production of collagen.
Exercise is known to enhance tendon size and strength, but the stem cell-based mechanisms for such exercise-induced effects are largely unknown. This study aims to explore these mechanisms by using a mouse treadmill running model to examine the effects of exercise on newly discovered tendon stem cells (TSCs). After treadmill running, patellar TSCs (PTSCs) and Achilles TSCs (ATSCs) were isolated from the mice, and their proliferation was measured in vitro. We found that treadmill running nearly doubled proliferation rates of both PTSCs and ATSCs compared to cage control mice. Moreover, using a mixed tendon cell culture consisting of TSCs and tenocytes, cellular production of collagen was found to increase by 70% and 200% in PTSCs and ATSCs, respectively, from the treadmill running group over cells from the cage control group. These findings suggest that exercise exerts its anabolic effects on tendons at least in part by increasing proliferation to expand the pool of TSCs and also by increasing TSC-related cellular production of collagen, the predominant component of tendons.